Crazy about corn
LAB

Group member names:

Product B

1. What type of corn product is this? Make a guess, then your teacher will tell you.
   Our guess: oil
   The Answer: corn syrup

2. How does your product look similar to a kernel of corn?
   It's probably the grease on the kernels.

3. What could you do to the corn kernels to make them look more like your product?
   What part(s)? List:
   Pour some of the kernels.

4. Do you think the whole corn kernel was used to make your product or only part of the kernel?
   Only part of the kernel.

5. Is your product similar to any other food product? If it is, does this help you think about how your product was made?
   Probably other vegetables, maybe for the flavor.
Crazy about corn
LAB

Group member names:

Product C

1. What type of corn product is this? Make a guess, then your teacher will tell you.
   Our guess: Corn oil
   The Answer:

2. How does your product look similar to a kernel of corn?
   Because of the color

3. What could you do to the corn kernels to make them look more like your product?
   What part(s)? List.
   Squeeze them

4. Do you think the whole corn kernel was used to make your product or only part of the kernel?
   Yes

5. Is your product similar to any other food product? If it is, does this help you think about how your product was made?
   Yes
   Because corn is always corn, no matter in something sweet.
   or